The risk problem of access control model is always the key point of security management. In this paper, we introduce the risk factor to control the risk of role under the proposed threshold when building RBAC policy based on role mining. At the same time, a user should meet some demands to activate roles. So we propose the following principal. A user could activate a role when his trust is higher than the trust threshold of the candidate role. This method makes role authority more reasonable and it avoids of the abuse of permissions. Experiments on performance indicate that the proposed algorithm can not only build the complete RBAC system to avoid roles' high risk caused by the high complexity of permissions in roles, but also meet the least privilege when a user activates a role.
Introduction
Nowadays role based access control RBAC [1] is one of the most popular access control models. In the model, users do not grant permissions directly but perform permissions by activating roles. This model realizes the separation between users and permissions to simplify the security management.
In order to build and maintain RBAC model, role mining [2] is of great concern. Role mining finds roles from system configuration by using data mining methods. It decreases the cost of distributing roles manually and makes the RBAC system more concise.
Normally, the present role mining algorithms aim to find the minimal state of role state [3] and ignore that the role itself as an entity in access control model may cause risk. When the allocation of permissions between roles is improper it would reduce the security level of the model. Also, if the activation policy is improper when a user activates a role, it would cause the role's misuse and abuse.
So in this paper we introduce the role risk to make sure the produced roles' risks are all under control when mining roles. This decreases the whole system's risk. And then we introduce user trust and user trust threshold in role in order to make sure the proper role is activated and meet the least privilege [4] in RBAC.
There are little related works. Ref. [4] and [5] divide the risk system may cause into four matrices. They are role similar matrices, compliance to policy matrix, trust matrix and abuse and misuse matrix. However, they only consider the risk while mining roles and do not take role activation problem into consideration. Baracaldo and Joshi [6] mainly considers the inside threats including permissions' abuse and misuse and users' trust. This method is based on the well-formed RBAC policy and it cannot take building risk into consideration. Ref. [7] combines the role risk and role inheritance and introduces risk band by the inheritance of risk.
The rest of this paper is as follows. The second section introduces the preliminaries used in the paper, including how to compute permissions' weight. The third section is about the calculation rules of role risk based on permissions' weight. In section four, we introduce the notation of user trust and role's user trust threshold and give the role activation algorithm. In section five, we draw the conclusion and introduce the future work.
Preliminary
In this paper, we use the standard RBAC model [8] including RBAC0, RBAC1, RBAC2 and RBAC3. And in a RBAC model, there are always the following elements.
Definition 1: The RBAC model includes the following elements:  U, P, R represent user, permission and role respectively;  ⊆ × , a many-to-many mapping of permission to role assignments;  ⊆ × , a many-to-many user to role assignment relationships;  ⊆ × , the inheritance of roles to roles;  ( ) = * ∈ |( , ) ∈ +, the mapping of role R onto a set of permissions.
 ( ) = * ∈ |( , ) ∈ +, the mapping of role R onto a set of users.
 ( ) = * ∈ |( , ) ∈ +, a set of users who have the permission P.
Role mining results to build a complete RBAC model based on the input of user-permission matrix. The definition of role mining is as below.
Definition 2: Given an access control configuration =< , , >, where U is a set of all users, P is a set of all permissions and ⊆ × is the user-permission relation. We want to find an RBAC state <R, UA, PA, RH> that is consistent with .
Our role mining algorithm is based on ORCA [9] . In ORCA, it treats each permission as an original permission cluster and gets its user members. Then it finds the pairs of clusters with a maximal overlap among their members and merges them to produce a new permission cluster. Repeat until the clusters are stable.
Since permission is represented by user sets and users can be described using permission sets, we can give a measure of similarity between users and permissions based on this.
Definition 3: The similarity between the two permissions is defined as follow,
where |•| represents size of the set. This measure is based on a statistical similarity measure called Jaccard co-efficient [10] , where 0 implies no similarity between two permissions and 1 represents an exact match between these two permissions. The weight of permission means how important the permission is. The weight can be computed by similarity. Intuitively, permission which has more users is more basic and the similarity with other permission is higher. So we can use the reciprocal of similarity to describe the notion of weight.
Definition 4: The weight of permission can be seen as the function of the similarity between permissions, the function is as follows.
means the weight of permission and w0 is the initial weight of permission pi preset by the system based on the knowledge of comprehensive effect of all factors on permission pi; is parameters used to
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adjust the relative importance about the weight of permission pi corresponding to the similarity and the initial weight. If we have no prior knowledge, we can set to 1. For example, Table 1 gives the user-permission matrix as system configuration. Each row represents a user and each column represents permission. If a user possesses permission, the corresponding place is 1. Else the corresponding place is 0. According to formula 2, the weight of each permission is shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the weight of permission P1 is low because P1 has the largest number of users. P3 and P5 have less number of users and their weights are higher. This corresponds to the above description. Table 1 . User-Permission Matrix 
Role Mining Based on Role Risk
Role itself has risk and ORCA only considers the maximal overlap of user members. In order to solve the risk caused by ORCA, we introduce the notion of role risk factor to control the risk of role while role mining and make the risk of the whole RBAC state controllable.
Since role is cluster of permissions, the risk of role can be measured by the complexity of permissions included in the role.
As we all know, standard deviation is a measure of the complexity of data sets. So we can use standard deviation of permissions' weight in role to measure the complexity of a role.
Definition 5: The role risk can be defined by the standard deviation of permissions' weights in a role,
where n is the number of permissions in the role .
is the average weight of permissions in role r. If we want to control the risk of roles while role mining, the risk threshold should be set. While role mining, when a new role is going to be generated, if the new role's risk is larger than the risk threshold, the new role would not be generated. In this paper, we compute the standard deviation of weights of all permissions to get the risk threshold.
Definition 6: The risk threshold is defined as follows,
where N is the total number of permissions, 0 is the average weight of all permissions.
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In general, it is reasonable that the risk of role is critical to determine this role would be created. So, the threshold is important to affect the final results as a ruler. Combined the risk of role, the whole algorithm of role mining based on role risk is depicted in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm groups permissions into clusters, associates any person with the cluster that has all the permissions in the cluster, and keeps those clusters with a significant set of persons. The algorithm first treats each permission as a role (Step 2). And then find the pairs of roles with a maximal overlap among their members (Step 4). Cluster them into a temporary role. If the risk of the clustered role is over the risk threshold, do not add the role into the cluster (Step 5). Otherwise, add the clustered role into the cluster and add the role and the pairs into RH, role inheritance. Repeat the above steps until the cluster and RH stable (Step 6).
According to Table 1 , roles based on the algorithm 1 are shown in Table 3 . As show in Table 3 , all roles mined are under risk threshold. do not generate this role, namely do not add it to Roles. Mark these two roles in order to ignore the pair generated by the two roles. else Roles = Roles ∪ * +; RH = RH ∪ *< , 1 >, < , 2 >+; 6. Repeat Step 3 to Step 5 until the Roles is stable;
User Trust and Role Activation
In order to meet least privilege, the proper role should be activated by user with proper activation policy that can promise roles wouldn't be misused or abused.
In this paper we introduce user trust and trust threshold of a role to verify if the user has the permission to activate the role. Although the input is only the user-permission matrix, which has little information that can be used, the matrix is widely used and easy to get. So there is still value to research. Definition 7: We use the max weight of permissions the user possesses to indicate the highest authority the user can exercise.
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It is important to avoid the abuse of permissions according to the user's trust. Once one user's trust is higher than the maximal value, the risk would be introduced into the system. However, existed algorithms seem to consider the problem not at all. So, the trust threshold is critical to active some roles for one user. The next definition is described to explain the trust threshold as follows:
Definition 8: We use the min weight of permissions in role to be the trust threshold.
( ) = min{ |∀ ∈ , < , >∈ }
The activated algorithm we propose first selects a set of roles which contain the permission the user apply for and the trust threshold of which is below the user's trust. And then we find the least risk role to assign to user. It can not only promise the correct and efficient manage of roles and users but can also make the risk less which caused when a user activates a role. Algorithm 2 shows the detail of role activation algorithm.
The role activation algorithm first scans the whole role cluster. And for each role, if the permission applied by user is in the role and the user's trust is over the role's trust threshold, add the role to the candidate roles that the user may activates (Step 2). If the candidate roles are null, that means the user cannot activate any role (Step 3). Otherwise, for each role in candidate roles we find the role which has the minimum trust threshold for the user to activate (Step 4). For the user-permission matrix given by Table 1 and roles given by Table 3 , the user trust for each use and the trust threshold for each role are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . From the tables we can see, the algorithm proposed in this paper can activate the proper role and avoid the abuse and misuse of roles.
Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a method to assess and control role risk while building RBAC model based on role mining. This method can make sure the mined roles more secure and stable. Because of this, the security level of the model is improved. The proposed method can avoid the abuse and wrong use of permissions. The generated roles are qualified tested by the computed threshold in the configuration.
After that, the role activation algorithm is proposed which is based on the user trust and trust threshold to make sure the user can be trusted. It is sure that each permission is assigned to the proper user with the qualified privilege. Table 6 gives the comparison results of various methods with our presented method from the mean value, the maximum value of risk. The dataset is computed by the FastMiner method used 60 users and 200 permissions as inputs. Given the same threshold value, the different mean value and maximum value can be shown from Table 6 . It demonstrates that the original ORCA method can produce the lowest and highest risk roles based on mining but the lower mean risk. And then, the roles with similar risk value would be mined by the Fast Miner method as the threshold, therefore the results would be likely to dangerous. The appropriate mean value shows the mined role set are lower risk introduced based on our method. Various experiments have exercised to show that the groups of roles and users are feasible and valuable. The risk role and user trust will be efficient to mine RBAC with the high confidence level.
Especially, the user-permission matrix is the original input of our algorithm. It is simple and reasonable because there is less or none operation logs in a new access system and the configuration is given by manager. The configuration may have some errors or mistakes and this may cause the role mined is not suitable.
However, in the future, with the increase of operation logs, we can analyze these logs to optimize these roles. Also users may have some attributes such as age, position. The information can also be used to improve the correctness of role mining.
